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Title word cross-reference

1918-22 [MS98]. 1940 [Her55]. 1945 [Fil56]. 1950 [Jon03]. 1952 [Sch55].
1953 [Bus60, Fle55b]. 1954 [BC55, Cla55b, CA56, Fle55a, Mot55, New55,
Tho55, Tur55a, Tur55b, Wat55, Wat56, Wil55]. 1955
[And57, Ark55, Bed57, Cha55, Chi56, Cla55a, Col56, Dal55, Die56, Dub56,
Gad56, God57, Han56, Haw56, Joh03, Kin56, New57, Red56, Sco56, Ses62,
Smi55, Whi55, Wig56, Wil56]. 1956 [Baw58, Boy56, Bul57, Chr56, Cow57,
Cra57, Fle57, Fos57, Fre57, Gad57, Har56, Hod56, Kot60, Kur58, Pan57,
Pet58, Pug58, Sal57, Sta58, Str56, Str57b, Tem56, Tho56, Til57, Woo57].
1957 [And58, Bur03, Cha58, Cox57, Dal57, Dod57, DE58, Hil58, Hin58,
Kar58, Rob60, Rub58, Smi58, Str57a, Tay58, Tho58, Tit58, Whi58, vE57].
1958 [AT60, AC60, Bar60, Bla60b, Bow58, BO58, Bri58, BCB61, Coo58,
CH58, Cox58, Dal58, Dar58, Emel60, Fre60, HP60, Jon60b, Kei60, McC60, Pei60, Tay62, Tod58, Tur58]. 1959 [Abe61, BC60, Bla60a, Cam60, Che62, Coo60, Far61, Fel60, Fra60, Haw60, Hin60, Man60, Men60, New60, Po0060, Pug61, Rat60, Ril60, Rox07, Tho60b, Til61, Til60, Wil60]. 1960 [Baw61, Cha61, Cla61, Cor60, Dar61, DL03, Ewa60, Har61, Jon60a, Mit61, New61, Pfe60, Rel61, Rus61, Sal61, Sau61, Sko61, Tho60a, Tho61, Wil61, Wou61]. 1961 [Ali62, Baw63, Ber63, CC61, Dal61, Dal62, Flo63, GY62, MDHW03, Hei61, Hub71, LB67, Mar66, Med61, MP62, New62, Oak62, PR63, Sav63, Tur62, Wal61, Whi62, Yon62]. 1962 [Adr63, Bas63, Boy63, CC61, Dar62, Dea63, Har63, HL63, Lov64, Mar64, Ram64, Rob64, Tho63, YM63]. 1963 [Adr64, Car64, Car65, Chi64, Cow64, Cun64, Dou64, Gal03, Gol66, Hir63, Hol66, Ing64, Man64, Men64, Pro64, Rat64, Rub64, Sal64, Sch64, Sho63, Smi63, Tay64, Tem65]. 1964 [Bel66, Bra65, Cla71, Col64, GF65, Hay65, Kuh65, Mc66, MF66, Pan65, Pir66, SE65, St65, Tho65, Wes64]. 1965 [At66, BR73, Dee67, Dor66, Dun66, Eva66, Fel67, Gol65, Har66, Jon66, LS66, Mor66, Oka66, Por66, Rat66, RWN66, Sal66, SK66, Sta65, Stu66, Sut65, Syn67, TF67, Tho66, Wal66, Whi66b]. 1966 [Bre68, Bow67, Boy66, BS67, Bul67, BT68, Bul66, Ccc67, DM68, Dav70, Dea66, Hun03, Ing68, Jam67, KN69, Lew67, Oak68, Pen67, Pic68, Rat71, Sch67, Sho67, Ste67, Tol67, Whi66a]. 1967 [And67, Bet68, Bm66, Bri68, Bur68, BZ67, CP69, Cve67, DP70, Kay68, KS69, Men70, Oak71, OP68, Pea68, Poh68, Pr68, Pug67, Rus68, Smi68, Sta69, Tho73a, WB68]. 1968 [Abr71, All70, Bat69, BR71, Bra70, Bu69, DG70, Dun68, Fel70, Fri70, Gra69, HCH73, Ho71, KL69, KM69, KM70, Mai69, Pro68, Ray69, Spe70, Tab69]. 1969 [All72, Bro70, Cla70, Dow70, Fa070, FP71, Gar70a, Gar70b, Hab71, HB71, HG70, HT70, Roc70, Sil03, Ske70, Smi69, Stu70, Win70]. 1970 [All76, And71, Baw71, BC72, Bha71, Bla72, Bur71, CH71, Clr72, Col71, Coo72, Cow71, Dav71, Fea71, Fle71, GB71, Goo72, HW71, Hil72, Kay71, KS71, Krc72, Kre73, Mac03, Mas71, Oak73, Par72, Rot72, Sho71, Sho72, Sut70, TH71, TG71, Wig71, Wou71]. 1971 [AC72, BF72, Bir72, CP72, Cot72, Cra72, Dar72, GKW73, Hod75, Hod80, Isl78, Kay72, KP74, MP74, Phi79, Ruz72, Vog72, Wil72, YF74, Zuc73]. 1972 [All73, Bar73, Cas73, Cou73, Den74, Gib73, Har73, HPR72, Hod73, Hub75, Hux03, Lip73, MY73, Neu73, Oak73a, Ogs73, Pic74, Ph73, Rao73, Smi73, Sy73, Tho73b, Tod73]. 1973 [Baw75, BM74, CHW74, DN74, Dig75, DR74, Gar74, Hog74, HH74, Jon74, PW74, Phi74, Ran75, Rat75, Ros74, Stu74, TK74, Tho74, WP75, Whe74]. 1974 [AB74, Bar75a, Bar75b, Bul75, Ele76, Haw76, Ken75, Lov75, MF76, Meh75, MP75, SR76, Stu75, TP75, Tod75, Wil75]. 1975 [Adr76, Ati76, Bak76, BR79, Bat76, Bro77, Buc77, CU76, CF76, Cru76, Eva76, For77, Gar75, GW76, HM77, Lis78, Mer76, Moo77, Ray76, RG76, Rob76, Rob77, SP76, St67, Syn76, TC76, Wel78]. 1976 [Bak77, Ber77, Bla77, Cla77, EF78, Ghu77, HW77, Jef76, Jef77, Joh77, LHF78, Lwo77, Mac77, MT78, MP77, Neu78, OM80, Pig77, PJ80, Rus77, Stu77, SB77, WH77]. 1977
[Bur78, Col78, GPPG78, Hod79, Jon79, Kat78, KP78, May79, Nut77, PB79, PSS78, PR78, Pri78, Pug78, Rus78, Sal78, Sta79, SP79, WB03, YPS78].

1980 [And79, Att91, Bar86, Bar81, Bel81, Ble82, CR83, CM81, Gar81b, GP83, Har81, Har82, HLM82, HM81, Kat82, Kek81, Lea91, MD81, McC81, McK87, MP82, Pay81, Ric81, She82, Sho83, Smi82, Ubb81, Whi83]. 1981
[Ban83, Bea82, Bil90, BW84, Cha90, CRST83, CL82, Dun82, Eve84, Goo82, Gra82, Hay82, Her82, JG82, Jon83, Kas82, Ken83, KRP82, Ken82, Kw84, Lew83, Mot82, Per82, Phi83, Wig82, Zuc83]. 1982
[All83, Cla86, Dai85, Dal83, Dun83a, Dun83b, FW83, GRT84, Hut84, JRS84, JB84, KKH83, LH84, Mil84, NW84, Sho85b, TO83, Tho83, Wig83]. 1983
[All84, BB84, Bla85, CMO87, CV85, Cha85a, Cot84, Cur84, Gow90, GR85, Jef85, Lan85, Lig85, LS85, ML85, Mof85, Neu84, Pas87, PM94, PB84, Ric85, Ste84, Thi84]. 1984
[Ada85, Bla94, Cha85b, Cla85, DP86, Den86, DS86, DST85, GBC85, GS86, Hay85, Hor86, Hux92, Leg85, Lew86, Mon86, Pat90, YHP86, QT86, Ran86, Sho85a, Sou87, Sta86, Ste86, Sto94, Stu86, Whi86, Wil87, WB85]. 1985
[Alb87, Alp88, Bel85, BH88b, Dac88, Fen86, FP95, Fog86, GS90, Hey87, HH88, MM87, Mar86, Mat90b, MM96, NJ86, Per88, Per87, Pow87, Rob86, SL88, Stu85, Ty87, Wes88, Whi94b, ZK90]. 1986
[AB88, BH88a, Bis87, Dai90, Eab90, FD87, Fox87, Gra90, Har87, Hil87, Hil88, Hin87, HW87, Hir90, Hog87, JW00, LH90, Man87, McC88, Mor92, Mot87, Sau87, SV91, SF91, Tat90, TC87, Vau87, WW86, Woo97a]. 1987
[Abr88, AW88, Ask90, Bai88, BW90, Bra92, Bud88, CD88, Dat88, Gar88, Gin94, Gre01, Ken91a, Kib88, KH90, LH88, MS90, Mar88, Mat88a, Mat88b, Mit90, Mor88, Nor91, Och90, PM88, Pol92, Ser88, SQ88, Tei03, Tod88, Tyr91, VT88, Whi94b]. 1988
[Arn91b, BS90, Cla95, CV94, Dow94, Duc91, Edw96, Elv91, Hen90, Hey91, Hil90b, Hin90, Key90, LP91, MH90, Mad90, Mat90a, Meh02, Neu90, Nut90, Pir90, Pre90, Qa94, Ran90, Spi91, SL90, SW90, TM90, Wei90]. 1989
[Arn94, BF91, Coo90, Cor90, Cul90, Gab90, Har91, Hil90a, Hor95, Jam90, KS92, Lig90, MR22, NA95, PG92, Pol00, Pri94, Rob92, Rog91, Ruo96, Rub91, Sac94, Swa96, Tho91, Woo90]. 1990
Oli94, Rob95, Sau94, Sla94, Spe94, Spr95, Whi94a, Wil94a, Woo95b, Wun97.

1993 [Big02, BB97, BG95, Bol97, BB96, Bra95, Cui95, DAB97, Dol95, EE95, For95, Gar95, Gre98, Gre96, GM97, Jon23a, Kri95, Kro95, Kus01, NG96, Owe95, Pit94, RP96, RE04, Wad97, Wei94, Wes95, Wid95, WR95]. 1994 [Akh96, AH97, Ati96, Bar98, Bea95, Ble96a, BH96, BI96, Cha97, Cro97, Dal97, Dod02, Dul95, Dun96, EL96, FJ95, Fin95, GI96, Gor96, Gre00b, GS13, Gut96, HD98, Hoj96, Hop96, JG98, Je199, KO99, LKK97, LJ97, Loc96, Man03, MS96, MS99, Mil97, MR96, MBW99, Mor97, Ove97, Phi95, Por96, ST99, Vor97, Wat97]. 1995 [AA98, Ale96, Ble96a, Ble97, BH97, Col02, CE96, Dom98, Flo08, GR00b, Har99, Hew99, Hux97, JW97, KH97, KE04, Lee07, Oxl23, Pat97, PF99, Pea98, PS97, RC07, Row96, SVW00, Son99, Str96, Tay96, Whi96, Woo97b]. 1996 [All99, AM01, Ano98, BB99b, BM98, CJ01, Cru00, For98, FH98, FR98, GG00, Gui97, Hal99, Jac00, Kib98, Lig98, LBC98, Mab99, NH13, Pip98, Rec98, Rot99, Scr99, Lor98, Sle97, Smi98, Smi99, Tho98, Wol98]. 1997 [BB99a, Ble99, Boy98, BK00, CJ99, Cap99, Car99, CCG+00, Coo98, Coo99, CA01, GI00, Hol01, Kin00, Mar98, Mes98, Mes99, MS08, Mur98, New98, Ost07, Pie99, SB08a, Vin98, WW99, Whi99, vC99]. 1998 [Akh00, All00, And06, ADE00, Bel01, BN01, CS98, Chi99, Cla00, Cro00, Dys99, Dys11, Eva99, Fle99, For00, For99, GWM11, GR00a, Gun00, Han00, Hay00, Hux00, LM02, Mac00, Mac12, Mit00, NN00, Ped01, QR12, Rit00, Rob00, San00, Sc07, Ser99, Wel00, Wol01]. 1999 [Ale01, AS02, Ave08, BS01, Bur01, But01, Cha01, Cla08, Coc03, EP10, Fea04, Fla03, Gui02, Hove07, How01, Joh00, JI14, Kev05, KM15, Law01, Lyc01, MW01, MP07, Pags01, Pat01, Quo01, Ruf02, Sid02, Smi05a, Sto03, Whe01, Whi03, Whi01, Win01]. 1st [Lor98].

2000 [AA02, Ash02, Ast01, AS03, BG02, Ble01, Bod04, BS05, Bry01, Bun02, Cha02, Coo01, Cox03, CVW92, Cvs05, DWS02, Dom21, DHO4, Fei05, Fow02, FA03, Gra04, Ha04, HM03, Hay02, Hew02, HP01, JGP06, Lar09, Lin01, LL05, Mas02, McC03, Mof02, Nee02, RG06, Wós02, Wos02, WL02]. 2001 [App07, AL23, BIR12, BT05, Cha03, Cia02, DL04, EFP17, EB08, Fit22, Hit06, HT03, Jam09, Lew02, MT08, Mor05, O'H06, Pep03, QG03, RR05, RB20, She03, SB08b, Sot09, VJ05, WK03, Wol03]. 2002 [Atk04, Ber04, Blo04, Bre05, Con09, CW11, Cow04, FP04, Jor04, Lou04, McL04, ML03, MR19, NA05, Ot04, Pra10, Pre10, Ral08, Sin03, Whi04, You12]. 2003 [Bar04, Bat03, Cow05, Cut05, DM06, ES05, Eva05, HW04, KH04, Law08, Pat05, Pud21, RW06, Sak07, Sti05, WB05, Woo05]. 2004 [AKS06, AR09, Ber05, Bun06, Bow05, BM05, BM17, BE05, Bu06, CK06, CH05, Cro19, GLR07, GM06, GW07, HS07, HF09, Hit14, Igg06, Iva06, Mad06, Mc08, Mon06, MS06, Pip05, Qui05, RS07b, Row04, Smi05b, Spa14, Wat06, Wei05, Wel05, YN06]. 2005 [Aca08, Ati07, BS08, BN06, BH08, Boc06, BC07b, CR07, Dou07, FGOS15, Fie08, FM21, Gar06, Gre06, Har18, HF07, HF06, HF08, KTR07, LB07, LEO07].
2006 [AS16, Ant15, AD21, BS14, Bro09, Bro10, CL14, Ell09, Gia16, GCJM18, Gur12, HP08, HP09, Hum08, KC22, LW09a, Lau07, ME11, Moo15, Ree08, RE08, RK10]. 2007 [Bar11, Bar21, BC07a, BH18, BC18, Ben08, BS13, Car14, CL08, Cla09, CJ23, DM09, DJ13, Edm20, Ell08, Fer17, Gre12, Gre13, Gri11, Hil11, HKB23, JC19, Kin09, KR11, Leh12, MR13, Pap19, Pic16, CBE09, Sma10, Vin19, Vog08, Wal08, Wil23c]. 2008 [Ada09, AB15, AM16, Aut19, Bar23, BG11, Bos12, Buc10, CEP15, Con22, CT14, DGV11, Fit10, FAL21, FE12, HW10, IG21, LW09b, MT21, Mar12, Pal09, PO21, PC10, PC11, Ran09, Ser09, Stu13a, Ter10, Vin09, Web10, Yud10]. 2009 [ASS16, BM13, CJ12, CC10, CDS12, Cro10, FS20, Gra10, GTK11, Hut23, Jon10, Jon21, JS10, Lon11b, Owe09, Phi13, PT11, Sou11, SGB10, SGB11, TW21, Tre11]. 2010 [All13, Ano19, Big10, BBM13, Bra12, Bra15, BLT11, BM22, BK17, Bur21, CK14, CEW18, DGS18, For12, Gar21, Glo20, GB13, Gly11, HG11, Hir15, HJ11, Hum11, KT18, LH18, Lon11a, LR17, LS12, MB21, Mill8, Pet11, Rae12, Ram22, Rei14, SR17, Sen19, Tay17, TO12, Wahl23, Wil13, van19]. 2011 [Bre14, BSD13, Bur19, Cle20, Cra20, DSD20, Edw18, FM19, FGW13, GB14, Gil20, Gol17, GN19, JG13, Mak18, Mor16, OG14, PB17, Ric14, Sca18, Sew15]. 2012 [AM13, Ati14, BB22, Bro13, BM23, Cer19, CK15, CG20, DGL16, Dod20, DR22, Eyr13, Gai19, GM21, Gre19, Gut20, Har20, HT14, Hop23, Hor14, JWW*20, Kel17, Lyn15, ML19, McK22, Pas19, PD18, Sco14, Sim18, SK13, Tho13, TB13, Uns14, Wil23a]. 2013 [Ada23, BFO*19, BY16, BG14, BR14, Bro15, BS16, Dav18, Dor18, Gar15, GR16, Gra20, Gre14, GSL19, Her14, HB22, HW17, JH20, MS19, McC22, MO18, MF18, Mor17, RS15, Ree15, Sha15, SA15, Sni15, Wei24, Wu16]. 2014 [Ash16, Bou15, Bro23, CR16a, CR16b, CBPC15, DE19, GS18, Has16, How15, Hyn15, Joy16, KL19, LN16, May15, Min22, MS15, MA21, Mor19, Nai21, Nic16, PSW16, RH18, Ric15, RSD16, SW21a, ST19, SD15, VC18, Wri24]. 2015 [Ben19, BR18, Bir17, Boy23, Bro16, BFIT18, CV17, DG16, DFSV23, Fea18, GV18, Goo16, GLD18, GCK17, Gri18, HV20, HHP22, HT16, HCB18, Hum17, HR18, Kin16, MM21, Pea18, Pud17, Sha21, Sni16, TH16, TC18, War17, Web17]. 2016 [Ale22, BSHC18, Bor17, BE24, Cal21, CST17, Col18, Cow21, CG21, CSB22, DT20, DS21, Edw20, Han18, MH24, HL18, Hua18, Lai20, LPP19, Leg17, LC17, Lyo22, MT19, OKC21, PB20, Ran22, RRS20, Rea19, RW18, SH18, SL18, SO20, Tho20, Vin23, Wat18]. 2017 [ACW20, Bal24, Bro19, BB18, Cla21, CH19, Faw18, HU19, LR19, LG20, MH19, Mor21, Nag19, PSCV21, Pau18, RP20, Riv20, She18, SW21b, SDV19, Tak22, Tho19, Tur23, VL24, Ve19]. 2018 [CEG*19, CB22, Cro20, DM20, Dou19, Edw21, Eva20, Flo20, GVS19, Goo20, HL23, HB20, Hig24, KT20, LW20, MW20, Mas23, Mid21, Ogd20, RH22, RC24, SC23, Ste20, WF19, Wat19]. 2019 [Ber20, BW22, BT20, FSC20,

3rd [Lin01].

562 [Ano71a]. 5th [Tod73].

68 [Lon20a]. 69 [Lon20b].

70 [Lon21b].

[MO18]. Alick [And67]. Alistair [GMP24]. Alister [Sav63, Mar86]. Allan [DM09, LL23, Smi82, Ble97, Can14, LS12, TM90]. Allen [AL23, Sad23, Syk73, Wil55, WBF23, Gar81b]. Allibone [Law08]. Alwyn [BE05]. Alwyne [DS79, Slc97]. Alymer [BF72]. AM [BDS13]. Amaldi [Rub91]. Amazaspovich [LBG98]. Ambartsumian [LBG98]. Ambrose [CVW2, FGOS15]. Amoroso [Sho85b]. Amos [LW99, Tho13]. Amyand [CO22]. Anastasios [SL18]. Anatole [Gol17]. Andersen [BL24]. Anderson [Bri58, HCB18, HD92]. Andrade [Cot72]. Andre [JG98, Ser99]. Andrei [Ken91a]. Andrew [DS20, She03, Sim19, AGJ+22, Ant19, Kin22, PB84, Pug78, AS24, SSEF23, Win01]. Andrews [Ytr91]. Andrews [JG13]. Andries [BS67]. Angus [Bur01]. Ann [CJ23, Gut21]. Anthony [BS90, Buc96, Lin01, RG06, CEP15, Cle20, Foa18, Fit10, Gur12, How15, Hut23, Nag19, Sau94]. Antony [Lon22b]. AO [Hum11, Kin16]. Appleton [Rat66]. April [AM13, Aga23, Akh96, Ale96, AM01, ACW20, AW88, AL23, Arno1a, AB88, Ast01, Bai94, BB99a, Bar75a, BHH88, Bel81, Bel01, Ben94, BC18, Ben08, Ben19, BS14, BR18, BG02, BB96, Bra92, BG14, BE05, BW22, Bro80, Bro09, BM22, BFIT18, Bur01, BT20, CJ99, CF76, CGZ22, Cha90, CH05, CL08, Cla80, Cla85, Cla95, CJ23, CRST8, Con22, Coo90, Cor90, CG20, CM81, Cox3, Cra21, Cro00, CNO23, CL14, CBPC15, Cru00, Cru04, Cuh90, Cur84, Cur22, Dai90, Dau18, DE95, DG16, DAB97, Dol94, DE19, Dun83a, DR22, EF78, EB08, Ele76, Eva20, Eys9, Eyr13, Fai05, FSC20, Fit22, Flo20, FS92, FGGW13, Gai19, Gar15, Gar95, Gar88, Gra10, GRT84, Gre98, GM06, Hal99, HW10, Har81, HV20, KRG21, Hay00, HD98]. April [Hen90, Her82, Hid90a, Hin87, Hin90, HW87, Hit20, HB22, MH24, Hod75, Ho807, HL18, HKB23, Hor66, How01, Hub75, Hul94, Hum03, Hum17, HP01, Hux92, Hux97, Isl78, Jam09, Jol03, Jon21, Jor04, JS10, Ken75, KEP82, Ken91a, Ken91b, KD82, KEE0, Kro95, Lai20, Lau23, LL23, Leg22, Le17, LJ97, Loc96, LC17, Lon21c, Lon22a, LG20, LMA80, MH90, Mac12, MM87, Mak18, McCS8, MC22, MO23, McK78, MO18, Mes99, MP07, MBW99, Mon86, Mor17, Mor05, Mor19, Mot87, NN00, Nai21, Neu84, NH13, Oli94, Ove97, Pal09, PB79, Pas19, Pat79, Pat97, Pay81, Pea95, Pea98, PM88, Per88, PR22, PF21, Pit94, PR78, Pre90, Pr178, QRJ12, Rat75, RRS20, R070a, Rece15, Rei14, Ric81, RG76, Riv20, Rob95, Rog91, Rus97, Sak07]. April [San21, SL21, Scr99, SBO8a, Sqa20, Ser88, Sze82, She82, She88, Sfr95a, SLO10, Sla94, Sle97, SBO8b, SH21a, Spa14, Sta79, Sta94, Ste86, Ste84, Stud3a, Tho19, TO83, Tod75, TCS1, TCC18, Ubb81, Vau87, VJ05, Von97, Wad97, Wal08, Wal06, Wäs92, WAG94, WE95, WE94, WBE20, Wii22, Wii23b, Wli22, Woo90, Woo94, YPS78, van19]. Arber [Tho60a]. Archer [Lov04]. Archibald [Bro77, Str96, Kat78, Tur55a]. Argyris [Spa14]. Arkell [Cox58]. Armard [TG71]. Armstrong [Mak18]. Arnold [CL14]. Arne [KP74]. Arnold [CF76, Dow94, EWW2, KT18, Rub64, Neu90]. Arnott [Rae15]. Arrow [Vel19]. Arthur [All76, Ati96, Bar21, Bir17, BH97, BC07b, DG70, GBC85,
Har66, JW97, Je99, KTR07, Key90, Kre73, Mad06, Mad90, Mof85, RH22, Sca18, SQ88, Tod73, Bis87, Bra70, Cha55, Cla55a, Cla08, Col78, Cra57, Dal58, Dnm66, Elv91, God57, Hau56, Hit06, Jon74, Jon79, Leh12, MBW99, MF66, MP62, Pri78, Pro68, Pu58, RC07, Ru58, Ru72, Wi94b, Woo7b, 
Ashby [HH95]. Ashley [Neu90]. Ashton [LL05]. Ashworth [Bud88, Sen19].
Askonas [MO18]. Astbury [Ber63, KL19]. Astley [Wea02]. Aston [Pol00].
Atelstan [Rae12]. Athlone [Dod57]. Atiyah [Hit20]. Atkins [Bud88, Sen19].
Attlee [Bri68]. Aubrey [BSHC18]. Auerbach [Bea95]. August [Abr88, Abr93, Aca08, Acr76, AM01, All94, AB88, Ati96, Ba94, Bar21, BFO+19, BS04, Bar81, Baw75, Bel96, Bel01, BH88b, Bla81, Ble96b, Ble99, Bou15, Boy23, Bra12, Bra22, BW22, BW92, Bro13, Bro16, Bro15, Buc77, BS16, Bur03, BM13, CR16a, Car14, Cer19, Cha01, CEP15, Cha03, CC10, Cla00, CR07, Cla08, CDS1, Con09, Coo98, Cow21, CT14, Cro20, CE96, CP94, DP86, Dal83, DGL16, Dav23, DL03, DGS18, Dom21, DGV11, Dn28, Dn96, Edw21, Edw20, Fea18, FH98, Fei05, Fen87, Fit10, Fit22, Fla03, FS20, FP04, FW83, FGW13, Gar81a, Gar06, GB13, Gly11, Goo16, GBC85, Go96, Gra04, GLR07, Gut02, Gut96, Gut21, Han00, Har18, Har82, HH82, Has16, HB20, HH95, Hii87, HF07, HP05, HP09].
August [HU19, Hod79, HF06, HF08, Hoi01, Hor14, HCB18, How01, Hua18, Hum11, Hum03, Hun08, HGM18, Hux03, JGR06, Jon21, JKL+22, Kat82, Kgl81, Kgl17, KPB82, KPS8, K22, KO99, KE04, Kin16, KR11, KW84, KD82, Kus01, LR19, Lan07, Lan23, LBG98, LS85, MT21, Mac23, Mac22, MM87, Mar12, Mas23, Mat90a, MP23, MC00, MC04, Med80, MT08, MM21, MF18, MM96, MR96, MBW99, MR22, MR19, NA95, Neu78, NG96, NW84, Og90, Pat01, Pau18, PM94, Per82, Pet92, Phi38, Pbg98, Pir90, Pir97, QU03, RH22, Ran75, Ree08, ROC7, Ric14, Rit00, Rot99, Ruo02, Sal78, SL21, Saz87, Sco14, BS24, Sen19, Ser99, Ser99, Sha15, She18, Sin03, ST99, SW21b, Spa14, Spi91, Sti05, Sto76, SL88, SD15, Syn76, Tay96].
August [TP75, Tho20, Vel19, Vin19, Von97, Wat18, Wea02, Wei24, Wel78, Wel05, Wes88, Whi03, WK03, WB32a, Wil23a, Wil23c, Win01, Woo05, Zuc81, vEG06].
Augustine [Dea63]. Augustus [Per82]. Aulis [SO20]. Austin [Dol94].
Autar [Igg06]. Avery [Dub56]. Axel [Dal83]. Axelrod [Ive06]. Axford [All13]. Aylmer [YM63].

Bagnold [Ken91b]. Bagshawe [BS24]. Bailey [Chi64, Sni58, Stu65].
Bairstow [Tem65]. Baker [Hey87, Hod56, KH90, Mas23, ML03, WB85].
Bardeen [Pip94]. Barenblatt [CB22]. Barker [BC72, Row96, Tit58].

D [BFIT18, Hux97, Owe95]. D.B.E [Hay00]. D.L [Gab02, Lor98]. D.S.C [BB99a]. Dacie [LMW06]. Dai [LL23]. Dainton [GI00]. Dale [Fei70]. Dalginno [HV20]. Dalitz [AS16]. Dalton [AM16]. Daly [Bar75a]. Dalziel [Gut90, Bow67]. Dame [BB22, Hay00, Owe95, Pep03, vEG06]. Damian [Lau23]. Dan [CJ12]. Danckwerts [Den86]. Daniel [Dys99, Ga19, HMP22, KM15, Oli94, Tay17]. Danielli [Ste86]. Daniels [Cox03]. Darachaw [Stu70]. Darlington [Lew83]. Darwin [Gly11, Tho63]. Datta [Bar23]. Davenport [Bla77, HB71]. David [BS01, Bre14, Bro19, CR07, Coc63, Da97, Dou19, Ell22, Fit10, Fit22, GCJM18, Hig24, Ing64, LL23, LC17, Mar66, QRJ12, Sau94, AS24, SEF23, ACW20, BM81, BFO+19, BC07a, BF72, Bow58, CK06, CG20, DST85, Fei95, Fie08, FJ95, GI96, HO90, Hil97, Hir15, Hor14, HP01, HR18, Hux03, Joh00, KM70, KTR07, Kin09, Leg22, Man64, Mas71, MT78, McPO4, Men64, Mil20, PW74, Pip05, PB17, RP20, Rei21, RH18, SAl1, SAl7, SAl9, SSt65, SB22, Sut65, SDV97, Tho74, Web17, Wis83, Wur16]. Davidson [Neu73, Woo71]. DAVIES [Kus01, GLD18, Nee02]. Davis [Vin19]. Davison [Cor60, GCK17]. Davydovitch [KL69]. Dawes [Lit98]. Dawson [Cus05, Irv23, BS24]. DBE [CJ23]. Deacon [Cha85b]. Dean [Lew83]. Deane [GLD18]. Dearnaley [SBG10, SBG11]. Debye [Dav70]. December [Aki00, Ali00, Ali99, All91, Alp88, AS02, AA02, Arn94, AKS06, Ash22, Ask90, AH97, At96, At107, Att91, BB99a, Bar11, Bar86, Bar107, BSC18, BY16, Bha24, Big02, Bil90, BS01, Ble97, BB92, Bos12, Boy23, BBM13, BG14, Bro80, Bro13, BM23, Bry01, Bud88, BB18, Bur94, CK06, CM08, CU76, Cari99, CJ12, Cha02, Cha97, Cha21, Col18, Col02, CW11, Coo99, Cro19, CNO23, CH19, Cur22, Dai85, Dav18, DM20, DWS02, DL04, Dil75, Doc98, Do95, Dom98, Dor18, Duc91, DS21, Dul95, DR22, Dys11, Dys22, EFF17, Edw18, Ell08, EP10, EW22, Eva22, FGOS15, FSC20, FP04, For77, For00, Fow02, FAL21, Gar80, GT23, GCJM18, Gin94, Glo20, Gol17, GV18, GV92, GM21, GR85, Gt00, GRs84, Gre96, Gre00b, Gre19]. December [Gri11, GSL19, GRO0b, Gur12, HL23, Han00, Har91, Has16, HS07, Hay00, HB20, Hig24, Hil97, Hil90b, Hin90, Hir15, Hit14, HB22, Hog87, Hon95, HR18, Hut23, Hux00, HD92, Igg06, Ivo06, Jon79, JB84, Jon23a, Joy16, KGH97, Gen99, LK97, Lar09, LN16, Lew83, Lig90, Lis78, Lon11a, Mac23, Mad06, MR13, Mat90b, ML19, MS98, MCC88, McPO4, MO23, McL04, MP07, MS15, MO085, Mor98, Mor92, MP77, Mot98, Mot92, Mi122, NS82, Nic16, Nor91, O'H06, Och90, OG14, Ott04, PSCW21, Pas87, Pas19, PM94, Pep03, Per88, PR78, Pow87, Pro23, QTS6, Quo05, Ran86, Rat75, RP20, RS07a, Ric85, RC07, Ric14, Rob76, Roh91, Rub91, Sac94, SH18, BS24, Sel07, SOD22, SL94, Son87, SH20b, Sto03, Stu87, ST19]. December [SF91, SP79, Tei03, Ter10, TC87, Tre11, TO12, Tyr91, VC18, Wcs02, Web17,

vE57, AR09, Bar21, Ble99, Bor17, BMW92, Car64, CH71, Cla80, Cot72, Dal55, Dic75, Gui02, Hyn15, Ing64, Mai69, McK87, Pal09, Pay81, Phi83, Rat66, Riv20, She03, Sto65, Tho66, TG71, Win70. **Edwards** [Bar04, Fer17, Gar15, New98, Pfe60, War17]. **Edwin** [Bar04, Fer17, Gar15, New98, Pfe60, War17]. **Edwin** [Cro10, Lon23b, Pud21, WPL21, BK17, Cam94, Hil87, Ter10]. **Edwards** [Bar04, Fer17, Gar15, New98, Pfe60, War17]. **Edwin** [Cro10, Lon23b, Pud21, WPL21, BK17, Cam94, Hil87, Ter10]. **Egbertus** [KN69]. **Egerton** [New60]. **Eglinton** [BE24]. **Egon** [Ale01, Bar81, FW83, NA95]. **Einstein** [Whi55]. **Ekins** [Vin23]. **Elder** [LMA80]. **Elder** [MH24]. **Eleanor** [SL21]. **Eleazer** [DJ13]. **Elected** [Bur03, DP86, DL03, Gal03, MDHW03, Hun03, Hux03, Joh03, Jon03, Mac03, Pep03, Roxx07, Sil03, WB03]. **Eley** [HHP22, Hog74]. **Elijah** [Pug58]. **Elion** [Ave08]. **Elizabeth** [GB14, Gut21, Lon22a]. **Ellesmere** [Joh00]. **Ellington** [Woo21]. **Elliot** [BO58, Sou11]. **Elliott** [Dal61, IG21, Pic16, Wal06]. **Ellis** [Cox03, Har99, HGM81, Mul94]. **Elmer** [CP69]. **Elsie** [Ash02]. **Elton** [SC99]. **Elwin** [Ble01]. **Elwood** [Jam09]. **Emanuel** [Gia16]. **Emeléus** [Gre96]. **Emett** [Har81]. **Emmanuel** [Cox03, Har99, HGM81, Mul94]. **Emmeline** [Kio75]. **Emperor** [Cor90]. **Enders** [Tyr87]. **Eng** [Roo96, Woo97a]. **Engledow** [Bel86]. **Enrico** [BC55]. **Enrique** [Neu78]. **Ephraim** [Edm20, ASS16]. **Erdélyi** [Jon79]. **Erdős** [BB99b]. **Eric** [Ada09, BN92, Cla09, Pig77, Wei94, Ber04, Bla81, Cal21, Ele76, HH95, Jon83, MD81, Ste20]. **Erich** [HLH82]. **Erik** [Ban83, Ran22, Pat90]. **Ernest** [Ati14, DGS18, Lee07, Rib00, Ahr83, Bos06]. **Errata** [Ano71b, Ano90c, Ano91, Ano92, Ano94]. **Erratum** [Ano68, Ano77]. **Errrol** [Stu85]. **Ervin** [BS08]. **Erwin** [Hei61, PB20]. **Eshelby** [Bil90]. **Esmon** [HW17]. **Essen** [Coo98]. **Esslemont** [Bar98]. **Ettingdean** [Win70]. **Eugen** [Kur58, Eves45]. **Eugène** [FA03, SVW00]. **Euler** [Blas85]. **Eustace** [Ing68]. **Evan** [Lon11a]. **Evans** [ACT72, BM22, CM81, DG70, DTS85, Gre00a, Hut23, Kin16, Qua94]. **Evelyn** [Lov11, Pri94, Pow87]. **Everard** [Cul90]. **Everest** [Sal78]. **Everett** [Bre05, Ott04]. **Evershed** [Str57b]. **Evgenii** [ZK90]. **Ewald** [BH88b]. **Ewart** [Jon03, Whi96]. **Ewing** [Blu75]. **Ewins** [Dal58]. **Eynsham** [Pic68]. **Eyre** [PSW16]. **Ezer** [Dar62].

**F** [Mil97, Roo96, Woo97a]. **F.R.Ae.S** [Pag01]. **F.R.Eng** [Chi99, Hew99, Pag01]. **FAA** [Bos12, BBM13, BSD13, FGW13, Hun11, HR18, Kin16, Rae12]. **Fabes** [Smil73]. **Faddeev** [Tak22]. **Fage** [Col78]. **Fairley** [Boy66]. **Falcon** [Ano98]. **Falconer** [Bowl05]. **Falkow** [RC24]. **Fallowfield** [CC61]. **Fano** [BIR12]. **Farren** [TH71]. **Fasham** [AB15]. **Fatt** [Ash16]. **Fauré** [Wil72]. **Fauré-Fremiet** [Wil72]. **FBA** [Mac12]. **Fearnside** [Bul69]. **Feather** [CD81]. **Featherstone** [Gil20]. **February** [Ada85, Ada09, AS16, All80, All83, Ant15, AM16, AR09, Ave08, Bak76].
Fred [Bur03, RS07b]. Freddie [TG23]. Frederic [Gra82, Ste86, Cla55, KP78]. Frederick [AKS06, BR14, Bul66, Col71, Cru04, Gar00a, Hod56, Kil94, KH90, MR96, NN00, O’H06, Reyn07, Tho55, Yat06, Bro15, Cha61, Coo94, DS86, EFP17, Fie57, Fre57, GI00, HH74, Jef85, Joh23, KE04, Kri95, Mil84, Pir73, PR63, Sta69, Tho58, Whi03]. Fredrik [Sal64, Cha58]. Freeman [KM24, LM94, Dys22]. Freeth [All76]. Fremiet [Wil72]. FREng [BM13, DG16, Dys22]. Freudenberg [Ste84]. Frew [DWS02]. Frey [Mat90a]. Friedel [SD15]. Friedlander [EFP17]. Friedrich [AA98, CV17, Fil56, Ati14, Eme60]. Frisch [Pei81, Tho83]. Frits [Tol67]. Fritz [AM13, JW00]. Fröhlich [BT05, Mot92]. FRS [Bur03, DL03, Eva05, Gal03, MDHW03, Hun03, Hux03, Joh03, Jon03, LR19, Pep03, Rox07, SL18, Sil03, Vin09, WB03]. FRSC [Hyn15, RS15]. FRSE [GR16]. FRSNZ [KM15]. FTSE [FE12]. Fuchs [Law01]. Fukui [BN01].
H [Cra21, Mil97, Pip98]. Hadamard [Car65]. Haddow [Ber77, Gar80].
Hadji [Spa14]. Hague [GTK11]. Hahn [PB20, Spe70]. Hailsham [Lew02].
Hal [Rob77]. Haldan [GR85]. Haldane [Pir66]. Hales [SLO10]. Hall
[GV18, GRT84, Hait56, RW18]. Hallett [Fei70]. Halpake [WM84].
Halsbury [Lin01]. Hamilton [Boy66, Gra04, Oak73a, AS24, Rus77].
Hämmerling [Har82]. Hammersley [GW07]. Hammick [Bow67].
Hammond [SE65]. Hannall [Mit61]. Hamshaw [Har63]. Hanbury
[DL03]. Handy [CKT15]. Hanes [fWT94]. Hankey [Sch64]. Hannah
[Bra15]. Hannes [Pea98]. Hans
[Ale96, CF76, Dea66, KW84, Lar09, LB07, LH84, NH13, Rot72]. Hanski
[SO20]. Hanson [Ram75]. Harborne [Pre10]. Hardinge [Lin01]. Hardy
[Fox87, Mar86, McL04]. Harington [HPR72]. Harish [Lan85].
Harish-Chandra [Lan85]. Harland [Hut84]. Harley [SL94]. Harold
[App07, BG95, BW84, Cal21, CMO87, Cla71, Coo90, DG16, Gra90, Hog87,
Leg17, LMO2, LS66, Mac00, Pet92, Pud17, Sut70, Wat19, And57, Bir72,
CRST83, Cul90, Gal03, HB71, Har56, MS98, Ogs73, Ric85, RW06, Smi68,
Smi69, Tho65, Woo61]. Harper [TW21]. Harrie [BBD84]. Harris
[Cha85a, Cro10, GS18, Gra69, Hop96, Vog72]. Harrison
[Abe61, Gun00, Kev05, Pea68]. Harry
Edm20, Edw21, ES05, Ello8, Els82, Eyr13, Far98, Faw18, Fea18, Fit10, FS92, For77, Fry80, GS18, Gar75, Gar06, Gia16. **January**

[GVS19, Goo20, GLD18, GR00a, GPS3, Gui02, Gut96, Hai24, HM77, HT14, HV20, KHC21, Haw76, Hay85, Hew99, Hit20, Hod75, HJ11, How15, Hum11, HGM81, HD92, JH20, Jam90, Jor23, Joh77, Joh03, JWW+20, JKL+22, Joy92, KM24, Kem83, Ker79, Kib98, Kil94, Kin09, KR11, Kre80, Kur83, LW20a, LKK97, Lau07, LPP19, LW20, Lig98, Lig90, Lin01, LR17, Lov11, LH88, LL05, Lyo01, Mal99, MB90, Mac00, Mal8, ME11, McC81, MO18, ML03, Meh75, Mes98, MM21, MS15, Mot82, Miü22, New98, NJ86, Nut77, Nut90, O'H06, Owe95, Owe09, Oxl23, Pat90, Ped01, Phi95, Pip94, Pip05, Pol92, Pri94, Pug78, QT86, RC24, RW18, RS07b, Row04, Rus77, SB08a, SVW00, SS06, Ser88, Sho83, SA15, Smi05a, Smi99]. **January**

[SH21a, SSGP23, Sta79, AS24, Ste84, SSEF23, Stu86, Stu85, SB77, SW90, Tat94, Tay17, TO83, TSD24, Tod88, TM90, Vog08, Wal06, We90, WW86, Wes95, WLO2, WB20, Whi04, WK03, WZ79, WD21, Wis83, Wun97, YL92, vEG06].


**Jinks** [Mat88a]. **Jiri** [DR22]. **Joachim** [Har82]. **Joan** [HCB18]. **Joel** [Cas73, Yud10]. **Jonathan** [Sal64]. **Johann** [AA98, KS69, Ste84]. **Johannes** [Fil56, GP83]. **John** [AB15, AD21, BY16, Bel81, Ber04, Bla8, BBL13, Bro16, Buc06, BS13, CK06, Cha61, CC10, Cow04, CA01, CE96, DG16, Do95, Dor66, Dyr22, Ell08, Eyr13, FS92, Gar70a, Gar80, Gib73, Gra10, Hig24, Hir15, HB22, HF80, Hol01, Hum08, Jon23b, KTR07, Kev05, LMW06, LC17, Lov04, Ma89, ME11, Mes98, Mon06, Pag01, Par72, Pau18, Pet24, Por66, Ric15, Rub58, SC23, Scr99, Ske70, SH21a, TB13, Tho66, Tur23, Wal08, WF19, Whi22, Wil75, All94, Avo9, Ant15, AL23, Arn94, Ask00, At96, BB19, Bar11, Bel66, BC72, BN06, Ber20, BC92, Bi90, Ble82, Boy98, Boy23, Bra95, BR14, Bri58, BM23, Buc77, Bud88, BB18, BP99, Bur78, CH05, Cha97, Chr56, CC61, CST17, Cor60, CDS12, Cro10, CH19]. **John** [Cur22, Dea63, DG23, DFSV23, Dom21, DE58, Edw18, EB08, Ell22, Far98, Fel17, Flo08, FE12, Gad57, Gar95, Goo82, Gra69, Gre00b, GW07, Gun00, HL23, Has16, Hay85, Hew99, Hey87, Hin58, Hir63, Hod80, HF06, Hub75, HD92, Jam90, Joh77, Jon60b, Kay72, Lin01, Lon11a, LM94, MH19, MT21, Mac03, Mat98a, May15, May97, MC03, Mi88, MS06, Mot55, GN24, New61, NW84, OP68, Pat82, Pea68, Pet58, PF21, Pip94, Pit46, Pit94, Pit98, Pol92, Rob60, RSD16, Row96, Sac94, Sch98, Sch07, Scl19, SW21a, SE65, Sle97, Smi05a, SL94, SB08b, Sca14, Spr95, Sta79, Sta86, Str57b, TH16, TW22, Tod58, TW21, Tur55b, Tur58, Tyr87, Uns14, Vin19, VT88, WPL21, Whi62, Wig83, WR95, Wil87]. **John** [WB85, Wil56, WFB23, vE57]. **Johns** [HS07]. **Johnson** [BB22, JB84, Rae12, Rei14, Sin03, Smi16]. **Joliot** [Bla60b]. **Jolly** [Rel61].
Jon [DM20]. Jones [Cla55b, Coo99, Eva22, HM77, MH90, Mot55, Mot87, Pug67, SA15, Sta79, Woo61]. Jordan [Ril60]. Joscelyn [Cox58]. Jose [KO99]. Joseph [AM13, Aki100, Bra70, Bur21, Dav70, Fra60, Hil97, HT16, Mai69, PM88, Pon68, Sca18, Tay17, Vel19, Arn91b, CU76, EL96, GR00b, HF07, Lew67, Lov64, Mad06, Mar88, Ran09, Tur62]. Joshua [BG11, BW84]. Jozef [Mül22, HF07]. Jr [Cor60]. Juda [MS90]. Jules [Kei60, Oak62]. Julian [Bak76, DG518]. Julius [Edm20, Gre96, Pri68, Ite06]. July [Ale22, All76, All84, App07, ADE00, AGJ+22, Arn94, AR09, AD21, Ati76, BS08, Bai88, Ban83, Bar11, Bar21, Bar04, Bar75b, BH18, Bel86, BIR12, Big10, Ble01, BF91, Boc06, Bod04, BB92, Boy98, Bra12, Bra15, BM17, Bro10, Bro24, BFT18, BW84, Bun02, BK17, BF99, CK80, Can14, CB22, CR16b, Cla77, Cla08, CJ23, Cle20, CV94, Co03, Co01, Co04, Cow05, Cra21, Cru76, CE96, Cus05, Dac88, Dal83, DM09, DE95, DFSV23, Dod02, Doh94, Doh95, Edm20, ES05, Elv91, FD87, Far98, FS20, Fl02, Fog86, FW83, Gad21, GWM11, Gar21, Gar81b, Gra82, Gra90, GG00, GW76, Gri11, Gui97, Har04, HNW94, Her81, Her82, Hey91, HP08, HP09, Hir90, Hit06, HW17, Hop96, HR18, Hut84, Hux92, Hux03, IG21, JW97, Jel99]. June [JW00, Joy16, KL19, KH04, KO99, LH18, LB07, Leg85, LE80, LK23, Lew86, LMW06, Lov75, Lov04, Mac22, Man87, Man98, Mar88, MF76, May79, MS19, McC81, McC22, McC03, MF18, Mil97, MM96, Mor07, Nag19, New98, OK21, Pat82, Pat05, PF99, PO21, Pea18, Ped01, PB10, Phi79, Pie99, Pig77, PC10, PC11, Pol00, Pol06, PSW16, Pre10, Qua94, Qui05, Ran09, Reo08, Rei21, Rey07, Rit00, Rob23, Rot99, Ruf02, Sad23, SR76, Ser09, Sho85a, SK13, Son99, Sou11, Spr95, SP76, Ste20, Sto94, SSEF23, Stu13a, SB22, SB77, Tho13, TB13, TC81, Tre11, Uns14, Vin23, War17, Wat19, Wei24, Whi99, Whi83, WM84, Wig82, Wig83, WR95, Wil75, Wil13, IWT94, Woo95a, Woo95b, Wootb, Woot5, Woot21, YN06]. Juna [Cla21]. JUNE [Aro19, Abr83, Alb87, All99, All80, Alp88, AB15, Ash02, Ati76, AS03, Aut19, Bak76, Bak77, Bal24, Bar98, BFO+19, Bar86, BC07a, Bar81, Bat76, Ben19, BC92, BG02, BH08, Bla94, BS01, Bon06, BW90, BR14, BM17, BE05, Bro23, Bul94, Bun02, Bur33, But78, But01, CK14, CK80, Cap99, CU76, Cha03, CB22, Cla21, CKT15, CB18, CG21, Cro10, Cru00, DT81, Dat88, DWS02, Den81, DS86, DG23, Don07, Don19, DST85, DS21, Edw96, Ell09, EW22, Eva76, FM19, Faw18, Fed94, FH98, FJ95, Fin95, For12, GB13, Gly11, Gol17, Goo82, GI96, Gow90, Gra90, Gre96, Gre19, GS90, HL23, Han18, Har20, Har87, Hay02, HF09, Her81, Hib21, Hop23, Hor86, Hor95, How15, HT03, Irv23, Isl78, JW97, Jec00]. June [JPG06, Jef77, JW00, JP81, JJ14, Joy92, Kas82, Kat78, KH04, KTR07, KT18, KP78, Kri95, KH83, LL23, Lee91, Lee07, LK23, Lew92, Lin01, Lon21c, Lon23b, LH90, LH88, LS12, LM94, MH19, Mac03, Mak94, Man98, MR13, Mar79, Mas02, Mat88a, MH08, ME11, McC03, MB21, MK22, MP82, ML03, Mes91, MI84, Mil18, Mor17, Mor16, Mul94, Ne02, NL22, NC21, Ost07, Ott04, Pag01, MP24, Pas87, Pat01, PB84, Pet11, PD18, PB20, PS97, PT11, Pro23, Rai08, Ran09, RS15, RP20, Re98, Rei14, Rei21, RE04, Rob86, RSD16, RG06, Sau87, Sco14,
Sew15, She82, She03, Smi05a, Smi99, Sou11, SH21b, Sta94, SBG10, SBG11, Stø76, SL88, Stu85, SL90, TC87, Tho83, Tod75, Tod79, Tyr91, VL24, Vin09.
June [VT88, Wad97, Wah23, WA94, Web10, Whe01, Whi04, Whi94b, Whi86, Whi96, WR95, Wil87, WB85, Woo95a, Zuc81, vC99, van19].


[HG70, RG06]. Mervyn [HF09]. Mestel [SW21b]. Metcalf [Nic16].
Michael [BW22, GW07, Hit20, HW04, Hop23, LK23, MP23, Mor05, Ped01, Pet24, Red56, Wei24, AB15, Ast01, Bey96, BS90, Bro24, Bry01, BFIT18, BS13, CNO23, FS20, JGP06, LN16, Med80, Mit91, Mur98, Pau18, PM94, Pic16, Ric15, SH18, Sta94, WH77, WD21]. Michel [JG98]. Michell [Che62].
Mitchell [Bar11, Cow04, Mar88, Sla94, Stu77, WW99]. Mitra [Rat64].
Moritz [BS14]. Morley [Mor16, ML85]. Morris [Coo60, Hol66,QT86, Baw63]. Morrogh [JG98].
Mortimer [BL11, Pig77]. Morton [Bea82, GPPG78]. Moses [Pas87]. Mothes [Thi84]. Mott [Cro97]. Mountbatten [Zuc81].
Muller [Pon65]. Mulliken [LRH90]. Munk [GW20]. Munro [Smi68, SF91]. Murdoch [FM19, Ran09]. Murriel [BM74]. Murison [Han18].
Murray [BG14, GB14, PS97]. Murrell [CST17].
Nabarro [Bro10]. Nagai [NL22]. Naismith [Cha02]. Naomi [Bar23].
Napier [BB22]. Narayana [VJ05]. Nassau [Har04]. Nath [Meh75].
Nathan [Smi55]. Nathaniel [Roe94]. Nederlandse [Coo01, Har04].
Nelson [BR18, Fei95, Rob92]. Nesmeyanov [CR83]. Ness [MDH03].
Neville [Bul67, Cot72, Cow05, HJ11, Lea91, MT19, PR81, Whi66b].
Newton [Dar72, Sch67]. Neyman [KBP82]. Nicholas [Sal57, SLO10, App07, CTK15, Dys11, Pea18, San00]. Nicholson [Wil56].
Nic [Mad06]. Niels [AH97, Ban83, Coc63]. Niels [Vog08]. Nigel [Kek81, Pro23]. Nikolai [Hin90]. Nikolai [CR83, Dai90, Ken91a].
Norris [Str57a]. Norrish [DT81]. Northcote [Cro19]. Northcott [RS07a].
Northumberland [Hen90]. Norton [Pal09]. Nospheran [Stu70].
November [Adr76, AS21, All94, And06, AA02, Ant15, Atk04, BS08, Bar23, BBD84, Baw75, Bel81, Bey96, BT05, BB97, BG95, Bla77, Bod04, BBM13, BE24, Bre14, Bro05, Bro77, Bro15, Buc10, Buc77, BC07b, CK14, Car99, Chal01, Cha02, Cla85b, CV17, Cla80, Cla85, CD81, Col18, Col02, Coo01, CG20, Cow21, CJ01, Cra20, CSB22, CVW02, CEW18, Cro97, Cro20, Cul90, Cul95, CP94, DT81, Dai85, Da97, DSD20, DS86, Dor18, DGV11, Dow94, DH04, Dun78, Dun83a, Eab90, EL96, Edw18, Ell09, EP10, Eli22, Els82, Eva99, FGOS15, Fie04, Fie08, For00, FM21, FA03, Gal03, Gar88, GMP24, GLD18, Gra10, GI00, Gre98, Gre00a, Gre06, GCK17, Gre12, Gre13, Gre14, GM97, Han18, Har18, Har91, Har87, Har99, HM03, HG11, Hew99].

November [Hip88, HF07, HW87, HU19, Hod79, Hol94, HS11, Hus94, HP01, Hut84, Jam90, Joh23, JWW+20, JG13, Jon23a, Kas82, KL19, Kek81, Key90, Kib88, Kib98, KE04, Kin00, KV84, KS92, LPP19, Law08, Law01, Lew86, Lj97, Lon11b, LHF78, LG20, Lov75, LS12, Lye22, Mac12, MW20, Mat90a, May15, Mid21, Mon06, Mot82, Mul94, Nag19, NG96, Nor91, Pap19, Pay81, PO21, PR22, Pet11, PSW16, Pud17, Pud21, RSC21, Ran22, Ran75, Ric15, Rob92, Rob77, RW18, Rob95, Roo96, Rox07, RK10, SC23, San00, SR17, Saw92, SV91, SYW00, Lor98, SG79, Sid02, Sim18, SA15, SL94, Sou87, Sow24, Ste86, Stu86, ST19, Stu80, TH16, Ter10, Thi84, Tho91, Tho83, Tod79, Wat06, WW99, Wea02, WP75, Wig83, WB03]. November [Wii23b, Wil22, Wol98, Wuy09, YN06, YL92, Yud10]. Nuffield [Hol66]. Numa [Imn95]. Nunes [Bro10]. Nutman [Ber05]. Nye [Ber20, GTK11]. Nyholm [Cra72].

O [Coo98, Far98, FH98, HK97, Kra95, Mak94, Mes98, PS97, Sle97, Smi98].

O.B.E [Bry01, Cha02, Ch99, For00, Gre00b, NN00, Pol00, Woo95b].

O.C [How01].

O.M [BK00, Dod02, Hux00, Zuc81].

O.N.Z [Har99].

OA [Rae12].

Oakley [Eva76].

Oatley [Smi98].

OBE [DGL16, Dav18, HU11, KH04, PB10, Stu09, Vin09].

O’Brien [LW20].

OC [RS15].

Occhialini [Big02].

Ochoa [GM97].
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